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Rearrangements of sets of numbers and rearrangements of functions were

defined and investigated in detail in the book of Hardy, Littlewood and

Pólya [4, Chapter X], Using this notion, classes of nonhomogeneous strings,

membranes, rods and plates with equimeasurable density were considered by

P. R. Beesack and the author and the extrema of the principal frequency

were found for these classes [l; 2; 7]. Here we deal with an analogous ques-

tion for integral equations. For any equimeasurable class of non-negative

and symmetric T,2 kernels we find the maximum of the first eigenvalue. The

proof is elementary and uses only the maximum property of the reciprocal

of the first eigenvalue [3; 8; 9] and a simple geometric idea. After the proof

of this theorem we add some remarks on the corresponding minimum and

on the same problem for matrices.

Theorem. Let K(x, y) be a real and symmetric L2 kerneli2) in O^x^a,

O^y^a, (0<a< oo) taking there only non-negative values (but K(x, y)>0 in a

set of positive measure). Denote the class of all symmetric kernels Mix, y) which

in the above square are equimeasurable to K(x, y) by EiK). Let Ai(7l7) be the least

positive eigenvalue of the integral equation

4>(x) = X I    M(x, y)<p(y)dy, 0 g x g a.

1
Max \i(M) = -.-r

MeE(K) \K\

/•a    /» a

K |  = — I     I    K(x, y)dxdy.
a J o " o
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(2) As usually defined, see e.g. [9J. Smithies [8] calls these kernels I? kernels in the wide

sense. The kernel K* which we construct below will be a L2 kernel in the strict sense of [8].
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Proof. We divide the proof into three parts. The decisive step is the last

one, but for completeness we give also the details of the well-known first two

parts.

First, it follows from the maximum property of ki(M)=Xi(M)_1 that for

each MEE(K)

(4) Xi(M) =
.K\

Indeed, using the notation

we have

/» a    /* a

I    M(x, y)4>(x)4>(y)dxdy,
o   J 0

1
= Ki(M) = Max JM(<b, cb) = 7A,(a-1/2, a'1'2)

\i(M)
1   /*" /"

= — I     I    M(x, y)dxdy =  | K
a J o J o

The maximum in the third term is taken over all real normalized L2 functions

4>(x)(f0a<p2dx = 1). The last equality sign follows from the equimeasurability of

M and K. This proves (4). Cf. [9, p. 121].

The second step consists in the following lemma which is known in much

more general circumstances and goes back to Jentzsch [5] (see also Karlin

[6]).

Lemma. Assume that the constant a-1'2 is a (normalized) eigen]'unction c/>(x)

of the kernel K*EE(K). Then the corresponding eigenvalue

(5) X(K*) = -r^r
I K I

is the least positive eigenvalue Xi(7£*) of K*.

The equality sign in (5) follows from

1
= 7x.(<z-1'2, a-1'2) =17?.

\(K*)

To show that this eigenvalue \(K*) is the least positive eigenvalue \i(K*) of

K*, we use that K* has a (normalized) non-negative first eigenfunction "^(x).

Indeed, let <j>i(x) be any normalized first eigenfunction. K*(x, y)^0 implies

(6) -M|*i|, |*i|) =7*.(c6i, 0,).

The maximum property of Xi(7T*)_1 implies that equality holds in (6) and
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the maximum characterization of the first eigenfunctions gives now that to-

gether with (pi(x) also i>i(x) = |<#>i(x)| is a first eigenfunction of K*. Eigen-

functions belonging to different eigenvalues are orthogonal, but $>i(x) ^0 and

<p(x)=a~112 cannot be orthogonal and we thus proved the lemma.

We come now to the last step in the proof of the theorem. We show that

given any K, fulfilling the assumptions of the theorem, there exist always kernels

K*EE(K) for which the assumption of the lemma holds. For the proof it will

be enough to build one such kernel K*.

The assumption of the lemma was that <b(x) =a~1/2 is an eigenfunction of

K*. As K* has to be equimeasurable to K, this is equivalent to

/> a K*(x,y)dy =  \K\, Og^a(').
o

Given K, we shall construct K*EE(K) so that not only (7) is fulfilled but

even a stronger condition; i.e., we shall achieve not only that the integrals

with regard to y are independent of x but that the functions gx(y) =K*(x, y)

are, for all values of the parameter x, equimeasurable one to another in

O^y^a.

To clarify the geometric idea of the construction we consider first a simple

special case, namely a function K(x, y) taking only the values 0 and 1. Let

aa2, 0<a<l, be the measure of the set where K(x, y) = 1. For the construc-

tion of K* we cut the square O^xga, O^y^aby the following four parallels

to its main diagonal: x —y= ±aa/2 and x —y= ±a(l— a/2). The square is

thus divided into five subsets. We define K* by letting it take the value 1 in

the two triangles and in the middle set (containing the main diagonal) and

taking the value 0 in the two remaining sets. Clearly K*EE(K) and on every

segment parallel to the y-axis K* takes the value 1 in a set of measure aa.

For a general (symmetric and non-negative L2) kernel K(x, y) we build

K*(x, y) by the same method. Let m(u), «3:0, be the measure of the set (in

the square) in which K(x, y) Sím. m(u) is a decreasing function of u, m(0) —a2,

m(oo) = 0 and m(u) characterizes the class E(K). Following [4] we define the

inverse ip of m by**'p(m(u))=u. \p(z) is a decreasing function of z defined

uniquely in [0, a2] except for at most a countable set of values z corresponding

to intervals of constancy of m(u). We complete the definition of ^(z) by agree-

ing that

i(z) = -^(2-0)+^ + 0)}

at its points of discontinuity, xpiz) is the one-dimensional rearrangement of

7£(x, y) in decreasing order. The measure of the set in [0, a2] in which \piz) ^u

(3) (7) has to hold only for almost all *; we shall however construct K* so that it does hold

for all x. See also footnote 2.
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is m(u) ; indeed this set is an interval whose left end-point is 2 = 0 and whose

right end-point z = m(u) may or may not belong to the set. Let k(z) =\(/(2az).

k(z) is defined and decreasing in [0, a/2] and k(z) ¡zu in the interval with end-

points at 2 = 0 and z = m(u)/2a.

For —a^s^a we define the function {5} by

{a -

for     0 =:  I 5 I   = a/2,

s I        for a/2 i£  | j |   ^ a.

Using these definitions the kernel K* is now given by

(8) K*(x,y) = k({x - y}), Oáiáa.Oáyád.

Each set K*(x, y) =w (u S:0) in the square has the same structure as the set in

which K* of the special case was equal to 1 and this set has clearly the meas-

ure m(u). Hence K*EE(K).

Moreover, K*(x, y) has the desired property which was stated after for-

mula (7). The graph of gx>(y) = K*(x', y) is obtained from the graph of gx(y)

= 7£*(x, y) by a translation modulo a at the amount of x'—x. The functions

gx(y) are therefore equimeasurable. This implies (7) and we thus proved the

third step (i.e., the italicized statement between (6) and (7)). This and the

first two steps ((4) and the lemma) complete the proof of the theorem.

Our construction of K* was unique. But we could take instead of the de-

creasing \p(z) any other one-dimensional rearrangement ^1(2) of K(x, y).

Hence, except for the trivial case K(x, y) =c, there are always infinitely many

kernels M in E(K) for which Xt(M) takes its maximum. This is also implied

by the following, more general, consideration.

It is natural to split each equimeasurable class E(K) into "trivially equi-

measurable" subclasses. Let r(z) be equimeasurable to the identity function

7(2) =2 in 0 = 2^o. Then we say that the two kernels M(x, y) and Mi(x, y)

= M(r(x), r(y)) are trivially equimeasurable. M££(7i) implies MiEE(K).

Trivially equimeasurable kernels have the same eigenvalues. Indeed, let X

and 4>(x) be an eigenvalue and a corresponding eigenfunction of M. (1) implies

/ta r* a

Mi(x,y)4>(r(y))dy = X j    M(r(x), r(y))<b(r(y))dy
0 Jo

= X I    M(r(x), y)<b(y)dy =*(r(x)).
J 0

Here the second equality sign follows by the equimeasurability of r(y)

and y [4]. X is thus also an eigenvalue of Mi (and <bi(x)=(j)(r(x)) is the cor-

responding eigenfunction). Together with the above constructed K* all its

trivial rearrangements take the maximal Xi. However, we do not claim that

this maximum is attained only for one such subclass. The following example
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shows that Max Xi(Tt7) for MEEiK) may be taken in several subclasses of

a given class EiK) :

Let ö=l and set

(1 for {0^*^1/2,0^^1/2} and for {1/2gx^ 1, l/2^ygl} ,
7f(x, y) = < .

(.0 for the remaining two quarters of the unit square;

K'ix,y) = l-K(x,y).

K and K' are equimeasurable and both are kernels of rank two. The eigen-

values of Kare 2, 2; and of K', 2, -2. Xi(7C) = Xi(7T) = 2= | K\ ~\ but the two

kernels are not trivially equimeasurable, as \2iK) ?¿\2iK'). (It follows also

that in this case some, but not all, subclasses of EiK) are positive definite.)

Moreover, the corresponding K* is not of finite rank.

We add some remarks with regard to the minimum of Xi(M), MEEiK).

Let ||X|| be the L2 norm of 7£(x, y); i.e.,

(9) ||7C|| =(^f*f\2ix,y)dxdyy ■

MEEiK) gives ||m|] =||7£||. It is well known that

(10) UM) è rr-rr .
IMI

and we obtain

1
(11) Min Xi(Tkf) ̂

MsE(.k) \\K\\

Equality holds in (10) only if M is of rank one. This follows e.g. from ||T17||2

= ^2^niM)~2; or, more elementary, by remarking that in

UM)-2 = jMi<bi, <bi)2 g ||m||2

there holds equality between the last two terms only if

4>iix)<t>iiy)
Mix, y) =

Xi(M)

It follows that

1
(11') Min  Xi(J7) = rr-ñ-

MeE(K) ||7f||

if and only if the class EiK) contains kernels of rank one. However, in general,

EiK) does not contain such kernels. For instance, if K takes two positive

values only, then no MEEiK) can be of the form gix)giy) as this product
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would take either one or at least three different values. We did not find the

minimum (or infimum) of Xi(M) where M goes over a (general) equimeasura-

ble class E(K).

We conclude with a remark on matrices. Let M=(rei¿y) be a symmetric

matrix of order re with non-negative elements rezjy. Let /Ci(M) be its largest

eigenvalue. Using the maximum property of ki(M) [3], we have (in analogy

to (4) and (11))

(12) JfliS ki(M) ^ \\M\\t.

Here the norms are defined by

1
|M||i = — X) ma,

n  i,i-i
M =(!i4)1/2-

Let now E(M) be the class of all symmetric rearrangements of M; i.e., the

class of all symmetric matrices whose elements are a permutation of the ele-

ments ma of M. The norms are invariants of the class and there arises the

question for which classes the bounds in (12) are attained. In analogy to the

first two steps of the proof of the theorem it follows that

(13) Min  ki(M) =
MeElA)

whenever E(A) contains a symmetric generalized stochastic matrix B (i.e.,

bii = ba^0 and such that ¿Z%i bn=\\A\\i, *—l, ' " ' , n)- This property cor-
responds to (7); but in contradistinction to the results for kernels, not every

class E(A) contains such a matrix B. In analogy to (11') we have

(14) Max ki(M) = Il ¿H 2
MeE(A)

whenever E(A) contains a matrix Cof rank one

so that dj = 7¿7y; 7< è 0,   ^ 7, = \\a\

There exist classes E(A) containing both B and C; for instance, the class

of all symmetric zero one matrices of order re with m2 ones, whenever m2 is a

multiple of re. The author is indebted to Dr. A. Ginsburg of the Technion

for the following, less elementary, example:

B =

112 0-

112 0

2    2    0 0

.0    0    0 4.

C =

112 0

112 0

2 2 4 0

.0000
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